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Contribution of neutral processes to the assembly of
gut microbial communities in the zebrafish over host
development
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Despite their importance to host health and development, the communities of microorganisms
associated with humans and other animals are characterized by a large degree of unexplained
variation across individual hosts. The processes that drive such inter-individual variation are not well
understood. To address this, we surveyed the microbial communities associated with the intestine of
the zebrafish, Danio rerio, over developmental time. We compared our observations of community
composition and distribution across hosts with that predicted by a neutral assembly model, which
assumes that community assembly is driven solely by chance and dispersal. We found that as hosts
develop from larvae to adults, the fit of the model to observed microbial distributions decreases,
suggesting that the relative importance of non-neutral processes, such as microbe-microbe
interactions, active dispersal, or selection by the host, increases as hosts mature. We also observed
that taxa which depart in their distributions from the neutral prediction form ecologically distinct sub-
groups, which are phylogenetically clustered with respect to the full metacommunity. These results
demonstrate that neutral processes are sufficient to generate substantial variation in microbiota
composition across individual hosts, and suggest that potentially unique or important taxa may be
identified by their divergence from neutral distributions.
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Introduction

The microorganisms that reside on and inside
humans and other vertebrate animals are remarkable,
not only because of their importance to host health
and development (Bates et al., 2006; Fraune and
Bosch, 2010; Sommer and Bäckhed, 2013), but also
because they assemble into complex communities de
novo in every new hatchling or infant host. The
processes responsible for structuring these complex
systems, often referred to as a host’s microbiota, are
not well understood despite a strong interest in
manipulating them to improve human health. Recent
advances in sequencing allow us to observe and
describe microbial communities with unprecedented
depth and accuracy, but using these data to
make inferences about how they assemble remains
challenging. One approach to addressing this issue is

to adopt a conceptual framework where animal hosts
are viewed as ecosystems and their associated
microbiota are treated as ecological communities
(Dethlefsen et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2010;
Costello et al., 2012). This approach is attractive
because it allows researchers to borrow concepts and
tools developed over decades of research in ecology.

In host-associated systems, there are a large
number of specific factors that may contribute to
community assembly. Many host-specific factors
have been studied, including host species, genotype,
diet and health (Rawls et al., 2006; Turnbaugh et al.,
2006; Benson et al., 2010; Goodrich et al., 2014), as
well as microbe-specific factors, including mutualis-
tic and competitive interactions (de Muinck et al.,
2013; Levy and Borenstein, 2013). While the list of
potential factors is long, they can be divided into two
major categories: selective processes, in which
microbes establish and thrive in an environment
(in this case the host itself) due to differences in their
relative ecological fitness; and neutral processes,
which include the dynamics of passive dispersal
(for example, sampling individuals from a source
pool of available colonists) and the effects of
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ecological drift (the stochastic loss and replacement
of individuals; Chase and Myers, 2011). While
considerable progress has been made to investigate
the roles of specific interactions between microbes
and their hosts, the relative roles of dispersal and
ecological drift in shaping host-associated microbial
communities have largely been ignored (but see
Jeraldo et al., 2012; Lankau et al., 2012 and
Venktaraman et al., 2015). In contrast, these
processes have been studied in the general field of
ecology for decades, with a renewed surge of interest
in recent years (Caswell, 1976; Hubbell, 2001;
Rosindell et al., 2011).

Neutral and other sampling-based theories provide
an ideal starting place for investigating assembly
patterns because of their relative simplicity. Neutral
theory derives its name from its defining assumption
of equivalent per-capita growth, death and dispersal
rates of species, thus assuming species are ‘neutral’
in their ecological fitness. In the absence of such
differences, community assembly is the result of the
stochastic processes of dispersal and drift; organisms
in the community are randomly lost, and
are replaced at random by individuals from within
the community or by dispersal of individuals
from outside the community. While these assump-
tions of ecological equivalence may seem
over-simplified, neutral models have successfully
predicted the structures of many communities,
including microbial communities (Woodcock et al.,
2007; Östman et al., 2010; Ofiteru et al., 2010;
Venkataraman et al., 2015). Such models are parti-
cularly useful in modeling microbial systems, where
the immense diversity of communities makes
characterizing the specific ecological traits of
each individual taxon difficult. They also allow
researchers to quantify the importance of processes
which are difficult to observe directly, such as
dispersal, but can nevertheless have large impacts
on microbial communities (Kerr et al., 2002;
Lindström and Östman, 2011).

Given the variable nature of host-associated
microbial communities, a comprehensive investiga-
tion of the role of neutral processes in structuring
these communities requires a high degree of replica-
tion and control. In this regard, the intestinal
microbiota of the zebrafish (Danio rerio) is an ideal
experimental system. Zebrafish have historically
been used to study vertebrate development, but have
also recently emerged as an ideal model for studying
interactions between vertebrate hosts and their
associated microbial communities (Rawls et al.,
2006; Roeselers et al., 2011; Yan et al., 2012;
Stephens et al., 2015). This is in large part due to
the feasibility of raising a large number of
individuals from a single crossing and co-housing
them throughout their lifespan in highly controlled
environments, thereby minimizing the effects of
inter-host variation and ensuring that all individuals
are exposed to a shared source pool of
microorganisms.

In the present study, we assess the ability of
neutral models to explain the distribution of micro-
organisms among a population of zebrafish, and then
determine the conditions leading to departures from
neutral behavior. In doing so, we adopt a conceptual
framework in which we consider the microorgan-
isms associated with individual zebrafish hosts to be
local communities that are a part of a broader
metacommunity consisting of the microorganisms
associated with all of the hosts in the population
(Leibold et al., 2004; Costello et al., 2012).
We hypothesized that the ability of hosts to
differentially select their microbial inhabitants
increases with developmental age, thereby decreas-
ing the relative importance of neutral processes.
Assuming that decreases in the fit of the neutral
model are indicative of increased selection
pressures, we expected that deviations from the
neutral prediction should be compositionally and
phylogenetically distinct, to the extent that
ecological traits are phylogenetically conserved.
In addressing these hypotheses, we also provide a
framework for identifying communities and taxa of
potential interest based on the degree to which they
diverge from the predictions of neutral theory.

Materials and methods
Zebrafish microbiota longitudinal study
For the present study, we used a 16S rRNA gene
sequence data set from a previously reported
longitudinal study of the developing zebrafish
intestinal microbiome (Stephens et al., 2015). A brief
description of the study design and sample
collection follows, and readers are referred to
Stephens et al. (2015) for additional details.
A population of zebrafish resulting solely from a
single mating pair was raised under identical
conditions, to minimize both genetic and environ-
mental heterogeneity, and sampled at multiple ages,
conventionally measured by days post fertilization
(dpf). Zebrafish embryos develop within sterile
chorions and are not exposed to microorganisms in
their environment until they hatch (between 2 and 3
dpf). This population was divided evenly among
four replicate tanks (resulting in 70 fish per tank)
before hatching to ensure a shared initial exposure
and account for potential tank effects. These fish
were then raised under standard laboratory rearing
conditions. The intestines of individual fish from
this population were aseptically removed (as per
Milligan-Myhre et al., 2011), and the associated
microbial communities were characterized by 16S
rRNA gene amplicon sequencing at important
developmental milestones: 4 dpf (complete opening
of the digestive tract), 10 dpf (after feeding began),
21, 28 and 35 dpf (activation of the adaptive immune
system, Lam et al., 2004), 75 dpf (sexual maturity),
and finally 380 dpf (onset of senescence). At each
time point, 20 fish (five from each tank) were
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randomly selected for sampling, with the exception
of the 75 dpf time point at which time 24 fish (three
male and three female from each tank; before 75 dpf
the sex of fish could not be confidently determined),
and the 380 dpf time point, at which time 6 fish from
each of three remaining tanks were sampled. In
addition, the microbial communities of the sur-
rounding water, tank surfaces and food for 4, 10
and 75 dpf time points were also sampled and
characterized.

The zebrafish used in this study were raised under
conventional laboratory conditions. This involved a
number of husbandry changes. Before 21 dpf, the
zebrafish were raised in a nursery tank with
uncirculated water that was exchanged manually
on a daily basis. Just before sampling at 21 dpf, the
fish were transferred to a main facility system where
water was continuously recirculated at a fixed rate
through a sand and UV filter. The diet also changed
over the course of the study: before 6 dpf fish were
not fed and subsisted off their yolks alone, after
which time fish were feed live Paramecia from 6 dpf
to 10 dpf, live Artemia (brine shrimp) just after fish
were sampled at 10–21 dpf, and a standard dry fish
food mixture from 21 dpf onward. Between 75 and
380 dpf, the manufacturer of this standard diet
changed, but the feeding schedule remained the
same. All zebrafish experiments were conducted in
conformity with the Public Health Service Policy on
Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals using
standard protocols approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committees of the University
of Oregon and the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill.

The microbial communities sampled in this study
were characterized by Illumina sequencing of the
16S rRNA gene. 16S rDNA sequences from the V4
region of the 16S rRNA gene, subsequent 97%
similarity operation taxonomic unit (OTU) tables
rarefied to 4250 sequences per sample, and
taxonomic classifications were taken directly from
Stephens et al. (2015).

Sloan neutral community model for prokaryotes
To determine the potential importance of neutral
processes to community assembly, we assessed the
fit of the Sloan Neutral Community Model for
Prokaryotes to the distributions of microbial taxa in
our data (Sloan et al., 2006). This neutral model
predicts the relationship between the frequency with
which taxa occur in a set of local communities
(in this case individual zebrafish intestinal
communities) and their abundance across the wider
metacommunity (the intestinal communities of all
zebrafish sampled at a given time point). In general,
the model predicts that taxa that are abundant in the
metacommunity will also be widespread, since they
are more likely to disperse by chance and be
randomly sampled by an individual host, while rare
taxa are more likely to be lost from individual hosts

due to ecological drift. In contrast to many other
contemporary neutral models, namely the unified
neutral theory of biodiversity (Hubbell, 2001), the
neutral model used here does not incorporate the
process of speciation. However, while microbial
speciation and diversification are no doubt
important in generating the diversity of micro-
organisms in this system at the broad, regional level,
our explicit focus is on the assembly of
host-associated communities over the course of host
development. As such, it is highly unlikely that
microbial diversification will occur over that time
span to an extent that it would impact diversity
among communities at the resolution we observe
them (that is, 97% similarity in 16S gene sequences).

The Sloan neutral model is fit to the observed
frequency of occurrence of OTUs (that is, the
proportion of local communities in which each
OTU is detected) and their abundance in the
metacommunity (estimated in this case by the mean
relative abundance across all local communities) by
a single free parameter describing the migration rate,
m. This estimated migration rate is the probability
that a random loss of an individual in a local
community will be replaced by dispersal from the
metacommunity, as opposed to reproduction within
the local community, and can thus be interpreted as
a measure of dispersal limitation. The fitting of this
parameter was performed in R using non-linear
least-squares fitting and the minpack.lm package
(Elzhov et al., 2013; R Core Team, 2015). Binomial
proportion 95% confidence intervals around the
model predictions were calculated using the Wilson
score interval in the HMisc package in R (Brown
et al., 2001; Harrell, 2014). We assessed the overall fit
of the model to observed data by comparing the sum
of squares of residuals, SSerr, with the total sum of
squares, SStotal: model fit = 1 � SSerr/SStotal (general-
ized R-squared; Östman et al., 2010). The fit of the
neutral model was also compared with the fit of a
binomial distribution model to determine whether
incorporating drift and dispersal limitations improve
the fit of a model beyond just random sampling of
the source metacommunity (Sloan et al., 2007).
Sampling from a binomial distribution represents
the case where local communities are random
subsets of the metacommunity in the absence of
processes of drift and dispersal limitations. While
generalized r-squared is a useful measure for
comparing the fit of multiple data sets with a single
model, it is a poor choice for comparing the fit of
multiple models with a single data set (Spiess and
Neumeyer, 2010). Therefore, to compare the fit of the
neutral and binomial model, we compared
the Akaike information criterion of each model.
Computation of the Akaike information criterion was
done in R. Calculation of 95% confidence intervals
around all fitting statistics was done by bootstrap-
ping with 1000 bootstrap replicates. The mean
relative abundance and observed and predicted
occurrence frequency of each OTU at each time
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point can be found in Supplementary Data 1.
Example R code used to fit the model and calculate
goodness-of-fit statistics is included as a supplement
(Supplementary Code 1).

To analyze deviations from the neutral model
predictions, we compared the composition and
diversity of neutrally and non-neutrally distributed
OTUs. To accomplish this, samples belonging to the
same age group were first pooled, and OTUs from
this pool were subsequently sorted into three
partitions depending on whether they occurred more
frequently than (‘above’ partition), less frequently
than (‘below’ partition) or within (‘neutral’ partition)
the 95% confidence interval of the neutral model
predictions. Each partition was then treated as a
distinct community sample for further analysis,
resulting in 21 total partitions (3 per each of the 7
age groups). To facilitate comparisons among
partitions, each partition was rarefied to an equal
number of OTUs corresponding to the number
of OTUs in the smallest partition, unless
otherwise noted.

Diversity and taxonomic analysis
To quantify the variation in phylogenetic composi-
tion, we calculated pairwise unweighted UniFrac
distances among neutral and non-neutral metacom-
munity partitions (Lozupone and Knight, 2005).
Differences in this distance among groups were
assessed by permutational multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) using 1000 random permuta-
tions, while differences in the degree of variation
within groups were assessed by an analysis of
variance (ANOVA) of average distance to centroid
within groups (multivariate homogeneity of groups
dispersions test; Anderson, 2006). Non-metric multi-
dimensional scaling of UniFrac distances was
performed to visualize difference among neutral
and non-neutral partitions. Calculation of the
UniFrac distances was performed in R using the
GUniFrac package (Chen, 2012), while permuta-
tional MANOVA, multivariate homogeneity of
groups dispersion test, and non-metric multidimen-
sional scaling were performed in R using the vegan
package (Oksanen et al., 2013).

To identify microbial taxonomic groups that
distinguish neutral from non-neutral partitions of
the metacommunity, we performed logistic regres-
sion with partition type (above, below, or within the
neutral prediction) as a predictor and the presence or
absence of each taxon as a binary response variable.
To determine the significance of this relationship,
we compared the deviation of the fitted regression
model with that of an empty null model
(chi-square test).

An indicator taxa analysis was performed to
identify OTUs associated with either fish or tank
environment (that is, water, surface and food)
samples. Each OTU was assigned an indicator value
based on their abundance and occurrence frequency

in either intestinal or environmental samples; OTUs
found frequently in high abundance in one sample
type but not in the other would have a high indicator
value for that sample type (Dufrêne and Legendre,
1997). Significance of this association with sample
type was determined by comparing the observed
value with the values from 1000 random permuta-
tions. Calculation of the indicator values and prob-
ability for OTUs was performed in R using the labdsv
package (Roberts, 2013). Since a full set of environ-
mental data was only available for the 4, 10 and 75
dpf age groups, this analysis was performed only for
those time points. The initial results of this analysis
can be found in Supplementary Data 1.

Phylogenetic sampling theory
To further examine and compare the phylogenetic
structure of neutral and non-neutral partitions of the
observed communities, we employed a phylogenetic
sampling theory that analytically predicts the
phylogenetic diversity in a local community assum-
ing random sampling from the phylogenetic tree of
the metacommunity (O’Dwyer et al., 2012). Observed
measures of phylogenetic diversity for individual
samples can be compared with these predictions to
determine the degree to which communities appear
random with respect to phylogeny as opposed to
over-dispersed or clustered. If the observed phylo-
genetic diversity is greater than the expected
diversity, then we consider the community to be
phylogenetically over dispersed, meaning that
distantly related taxa were more likely to be sampled
than closely related taxa. When the observed
phylogenetic diversity is less than the expected
diversity, then we consider the community to be
phylogenetically clustered, meaning that closely
related taxa were more likely to be sampled
(Horner-Devine and Bohannan, 2006).

Implementation of the phylogenetic sampling
theory was performed in R using methods described
in O’Dwyer et al. (2012) and the picante package
(Kembel et al., 2010). Phylogenetic diversity was
defined as the sum of the total phylogenetic branch
length for a sample (Faith, 1992). Random sampling
of the regional phylogenetic tree was modeled by
binomial sampling. A strength of this approach is
that it can be used to compare samples of unequal
sizes. As such, this analysis was applied to
un-rarefied data, and differences between observed
and expected phylogenetic diversity were compared
by calculating and comparing standardized
deviations, or z-scores, for each partition.

Results
Relative importance of neutral processes decreases over
host development
Overall, the frequency with which microbial taxa
occurred in individual communities was well
described by the neutral model (Figure 1;
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Supplementary Figure 1). However, the fit of the
model varied over host development, and was
negatively correlated with host age (Spearman’s
rho=− 0.93, P=0.007; Figure 2a). In all cases, the
neutral model outperformed a binomial distribution
model, suggesting that the processes of passive
dispersal and ecological drift have an impact above
and beyond just random sampling of the source
community (Figure 2b). Overall, estimated migration
rates tended to be higher in younger than older fish,
suggesting that communities become increasingly
dispersal limited with age (Spearman’s rho=−0.86,
P=0.02; Figure 2c).

Deviations from neutral predictions are ecologically
distinct
For any age group of fish, there were a number of
microbial taxa that occurred more or less frequently
than predicted by the model given their overall
abundance in the metacommunity (points above, in
green, or below, in orange, the line in Figure 1). We
would expect points that differ significantly from the
neutral prediction to be indicative of taxa that are
actively being selected for or against by the host.
Specifically, points above the prediction represent
taxa that are found more frequently than expected,
suggesting that they are actively being maintained
and selected for by the host, while points found
below the prediction represent taxa found less
frequently than expected, suggesting that they are
either selected against by the host or are especially
dispersal limited. We expect that these selective
processes should be reflected in the taxonomic and
phylogenetic composition of taxa that deviate from
the neutral prediction. We tested this hypothesis
explicitly and examined how these differences may
be informative of the overall ecology of the intestinal
community.

Taxa found above, below or within the prediction
of the neutral model formed phylogenetically
distinct partitions of the total metacommunity. For
each age group, we separated the metacommunity
into three partitions comprises those OTUs found
above, below or not significantly different from the
neutral prediction and calculated the phylogenetic
dissimilarity among partitions (Supplementary
Figure 2). We found that partitions clustered strongly
based on whether and how they deviated from the
neutral prediction (that is, above, below or within
the neutral prediction) across host age (permuta-
tional MANOVA r2 = 0.19, Po0.001; Figure 3a).
Thus, the phylogenetic composition of the
sub-groups that diverge from neutral patterns
remains relatively similar across host development,
despite the composition of communities as a whole
changing (Stephens et al., 2015). Across age groups,
non-neutral partitions of the metacommunity were
also much more homogeneous than the neutral
partitions, (ANOVA, Po0.01; illustrated by the
spread of points in Figure 3a). A possible conse-
quence of the heterogeneity is that we identified very
few taxonomic groups that strongly distinguished
neutral partitions. Partitions above the neutral
prediction were most strongly distinguished by the
presence of Fusobacteria (Po0.001) and γ-Proteo-
bacteria (P=0.022), in particular the families
Enterobacteriaceae (P=0.003) and Aeromonadaceae
(Po0.001), while partitions below the neutral
prediction were distinguished by the presence of
Actinobacteria (P=0.004), Bacilli (P=0.004) and
Clostridia (P=0.031) and the genera Lactobacillus
(P=0.004), Staphylococcus (P=0.037) and Stenotro-
phomonas (P=0.012).

The taxa comprising neutral and non-neutral
partitions of the metacommunity also tended to be

Figure 1 Fit of the neutral model. The predicted occurrence
frequencies for 4 (a), 28 (b) and 380 (c) dpf zebrafish communities
representing larval, juvenile, and adult developmental stages,
respectively. OTUs that occur more frequently than predicted by
the model are shown in green while those that occur less frequently
than predicted are shown in orange. Dashed lines represent 95%
confidence intervals around the model prediction (blue line).
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associated with different environments. We first
performed an indicator taxa analysis to identify
OTUs that were significantly associated with either
intestinal or environmental (tank water, surfaces or
food) samples in our full data set (Supplementary
Data 1). We then compared the proportion of OTUs
significantly associated with fish to those signifi-
cantly associated with the tank environment in each
partition and found that this proportion was much
higher above and below than it was within the
model’s prediction (Figure 3b). This pattern was
consistent across host development. In other words,
non-neutral partitions of the metacommunities were
more likely to be comprises microbial taxa that were
associated with zebrafish, while taxa largely

associated with the tank environment were more
likely to be neutrally distributed across fish intest-
inal communities.

Finally, we found that non-neutral partitions were
phylogenetically clustered with respect to the
metacommunity as a whole. For this, we calculated
the phylogenetic diversity of each partition and
compared these observed values with the phyloge-
netic diversity expected if taxa were sampled
randomly with respect to phylogeny (O’Dwyer
et al., 2012). As expected, the observed phylogenetic
diversity for neutrally distributed groups was con-
sistent with the random prediction across host
development. In contrast, the phylogenetic diversity
of the partitions that deviated above the neutral

Figure 2 Neutral model fit decreases over host development. The goodness-of-fit of the Sloan neutral (a), comparison of the maximum
likelihood fit of the neutral and binomial models (b), and the estimated migration rate (c) for zebrafish-associated communities.

Figure 3 Neutral and non-neutral partitions of the metacommunity are compositionally and phylogenetically distinct. For each age
group, communities were pooled and OTUs were then divided into separate partitions based on whether they were consistent with
(in black) or deviated above (in green) or below (in orange) the neutral prediction (color coding is consistent for all panels). (a) Non-metric
multidimensional scaling ordination based on UniFrac distances. (b) The proportion of fish associated with tank-associated OTUs in each
partition following an indicator taxa analysis. Results are shown for 4, 10 and 75 dpf fish only as environmental samples were not
available for the other time points. (c) The standardized difference, in units of standard deviations (z-score), between observed and
expected phylogenetic diversity assuming random sampling for each partition. Solid blue lines represent the expected phylogenetic
diversity for each age group while dashed lines represent 95% confidence intervals. The distance points either above or below the line
represent the degree to which those partitions are phylogenetically over-dispersed or clustered, respectively.
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prediction was consistently less than expected,
indicative of phylogenetic clustering, while those
partitions below the neutral prediction were phylo-
genetically clustered in larval fish but became less
so as the hosts aged (Figure 3c). Assuming that
more closely related microorganisms are on average
more ecologically or functionally similar than more
distantly related ones (Burns and Strauss, 2011), this
result reinforces the conclusion that taxa which
deviate from the neutral prediction, particularly
those more widespread than expected, are portions
of the microbiota that are more likely to be actively
selected (for or against) by the host.

Discussion

The neutral model used in this study was able to
predict the microbial distributions across commu-
nities by incorporating only the effects of random
dispersal and demographic processes. Even in adult
zebrafish, where the fit of the model was relatively
poor compared with the younger fish, the distribu-
tion of OTUs in the metacommunity still followed
the same basic trend of abundant taxa being
widespread, consistent with neutral theory
(Supplementary Figure 1). These findings illustrate
an important point which is often ignored: not all of
the variation among host-associated microbial
communities need to be the result of differences
among hosts or associated microorganisms. On the
contrary, neutral processes of drift and dispersal are
powerful enough on their own to generate a large
amount of diversity both within and among hosts,
and these processes can explain a significant portion
of the structure of communities observed in this
study. This is not to say that neutral processes are the
only important factors, but they can act alongside
and may even swamp the effects of non-neutral
forces. These results also indicate that in addition to
local ecological factors (for example, the
environment of a zebrafish intestine and
differential competitive fitness among microorgan-
isms), host-associated microbial communities are
heavily influenced by ecological dynamics occurring
outside an individual host at a broader scale.

While the model’s general success highlights the
potential importance of neutral processes, it is also
useful as a null model to identify the conditions
under which the model’s predictions fail, which can
lead to a better understanding of specific additional
factors structuring these communities. Within each
age group there were a number of microbial taxa
whose distributions deviated from neutral predic-
tions. These taxa were not randomly distributed
throughout the total metacommunity, implying that
they are distinct in ways that are ecologically
informative. The taxa whose deviations from the
neutral pattern led them to be more widespread than
expected are likely taxa that are specifically adapted
to, and selected by, the host environment. This is

supported by the dominance of intestinal associated
OTUs within non-neutral partitions and is consistent
with these partitions being phylogenetically clus-
tered, suggesting the host habitat selects microbial
taxa based on a specific set of phylogenetically
conserved traits (Figures 3b and c). Likewise,
abundant taxa that occurred less frequently than
expected may be characteristic of ‘invasive’
microorganisms and potential pathogens that are
selected against by the zebrafish hosts overall, but
are nevertheless able to proliferate in a few suscep-
tible individuals. If true, this would explain why
these taxa were more likely to be significantly
associated with fish despite having distributions
suggesting that they are being selected against. This
is in contrast to neutrally distributed taxa, which
were more likely to be associated with exogenous
environmental tank samples as well as exhibiting
greater phylogenetic variation and diversity across
age groups. Such patterns suggest that these
neutrally distributed taxa are less likely to be
specifically adapted to the host and their presence
in any given community is largely the result of their
abundance in the surrounding metacommunity and
source pool. It is worth emphasizing, however, that
this does not mean that these taxa are functionally
unimportant or even that they are not interacting
intimately with their hosts. Rather the host environ-
ment is not differentially selecting them, and
consequently their distributions are the result of
neutral dispersal and drift.

As hosts aged the ability of the neutral model to
predict the distribution of associated microbial taxa
decreased, indicating that neutral processes become
relatively less important as the host ages (Figure 2a).
We suspect this pattern is largely the result of the
development of the host. The 4-dpf time point, for
example, occurs shortly after the intestinal tract of
the zebrafish is fully opened and colonized by
bacteria but before the fish develops an active
adaptive immune response (between 21 and 35 dpf)
and reaches sexual maturity (between 35 and 75
dpf). It is also probable that husbandry changes over
the course of the experiment had an impact on this
pattern. The strongest evidence of neutral dynamics
occurred before the fish began eating (4dpf) and
while the fish were housed in nursery tanks
unconnected to the main facility water system (from
4 to 21 dpf). At 21 dpf fish were not only moved from
nursery tanks to the main facility system tanks, but
also had their diet significantly changed (see Materials
and methods). These changes to the host’s physiol-
ogy and environment gradually accumulate over
development, and likely differentiate the ability of
microbial taxa to establish and thrive within them.
While it is difficult to disentangle whether the
observed patterns are driven mostly by develop-
mental or husbandry changes, we note that the
decrease in the fit of the model continues between 28
and 380 dpf, during which time the zebrafish
continue to develop (see above), but their housing
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conditions remain unchanged. The decrease in the
fit of the model was accompanied by a decrease in
the estimated migration rate, which suggests that
these changes in the hosts may also decrease the
ability of microorganisms to disperse into and among
hosts. This is further supported by our previous
observation that communities associated with 4 dpf
and 10 dpf fish were more similar to environmental
communities than those associated with the older 75
dpf fish (Stephens et al., 2015), as well as the
observation that within-host diversity decreased
over the same time span, which is a predicted
consequence of decreased dispersal rates (Cadotte,
2006).

The patterns of neutral assembly in the zebrafish
intestinal microbiota described here are consistent
with and provide possible explanations for observed
patterns in human-associated microbial commu-
nities. In general, large-scale studies of human
intestinal microbiota have revealed high variation
in community composition, both across individuals
and within individuals over time (Costello et al.,
2009; The Human Microbiome Project Consortium,
2012; Yatsunenko et al., 2012). Often, this variation
is not easily explained by measured host factors,
suggesting that much of it might be explained by
neutral assembly processes. Our observation that
communities associated with young fish were the
most neutrally assembled could also explain obser-
vations that variation is greater among communities
associated with young humans (Kurokawa et al.,
2007; Palmer et al., 2007; Yatsuenko et al., 2012), the
general variable nature of infant microbiota over
time (Koenig et al., 2011), and observations that the
infant microbiota is heavily influenced by exogenous
microbial communities, specifically those of the
mother (Dominguez-Bello et al., 2010; Funkhouser
and Bordenstein, 2013).

These results may also be extended more broadly
beyond animal associated communities. Using a
similar conceptual framework to the one used here
(multiple local communities sampling from a
broader metacommunity), Jabot et al. (2008) found
that the distribution of young saplings in a tropical
forest was better fit by a neutral model than that of
older trees. Likewise, Dini-Andreote et al. (2015)
found that the relative importance of stochastic
processes decreased over the succession of microbial
salt marsh communities. The consistency of this
pattern across these different systems may be
indicative of more fundamental ecological processes.
Even if the structure of communities is ultimately
determined by differential selection, many
communities in nature may exist in transitory,
non-equilibrium states such that these selective
processes do not have the opportunity to fully play
out and manifest their effects (Manceau et al., 2015).

Despite extensive research on microbial commu-
nities associated with animal hosts, it has remained
difficult to explain the high levels of variation in
these systems. We addressed this question by

adopting a framework that recognizes that these
questions are ecological in nature and can be
addressed through the use of established ecological
theory. Because this framework is grounded in
ecological theory, it provides hypotheses that can
be tested in an explicit manner. For example, it
would be interesting to see whether the neutral and
non-neutral partitions of the metacommunity are
physically delineated in the intestine, wherein we
might expect neutral taxa to be found in the lumen
while deviations from neutral patterns might be
more intimately attached to the epithelial layer
where interactions between host and bacterial cells
may be more likely to occur. Additionally, it is
possible that non-neutral behavior in these commu-
nities is driven by differences among taxa in
dispersal rates, in which case partitioning the
communities on the basis of differences in immigra-
tion rates would likely improve neutral predictions
(Janzen et al., 2015). It might also be fruitful to
compare the neutral patterns seen in healthy hosts
with those seen in diseased, infected or diet-altered
individuals, which we predict will be characterized
by deviations from neutral predictions. Similarly, we
predict that infectious or pathogenic microorganisms
could be identified by their deviations from neutral
predictions, occurring much less frequently than
expected given their relative abundance in a
metacommunity.

Ultimately, one of the goals of studying host-
associated communities is to better understand how
they might be altered or manipulated to improve
health and prevent disease. At their core, our results
demonstrate a relationship between the abundance
of a microorganism and how widespread that
microorganism is in a population of hosts. In other
words, the distribution of microorganisms in these
systems is the result of both local factors specific to
individual hosts and those processes occurring at a
broader metacommunity scale linking multiple
hosts. Attempts to manipulate a host’s microbiota
must therefore focus on understanding not only the
communities within an individual host, but also
the communities of microorganisms present
around them.
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